
For this session you need:
- 2 blank copies of the Ladder of Inference

- Access to Gwen Stefani’s Cool video
- Access to Gwen Stefani’s Cool song lyrics 

You can find them here: 
http://www.rotmanithink.ca/rp2019-loi

http://www.rotmanithink.ca/rp2019-loi


Ladder of Inference:
Making Models Explicit

@RotmanIThink
@nogahK
#IntegrativeThinking



Are they a good athlete? 



Ladder of Inference

Conclude and/or decide 
about action

Interpret data

Select data

Data Pool

Conclude Based on the data you 
selected and how you interpreted your 
data, what did you conclude?

Interpret Data: Sense make from the 
data. You can ask what do I:
• Assume
• Believe and
• Think 
about this data?

Select Data: Identify the data that is 
compelling to you.

Data Pool: The data you have 
access to.



Is it data?

1. He is holding his foot
2. He is in pain
3. He is angry 
4. He is wearing a professional uniform
5. He is faking it



Making Our Own Thinking Explicit
(for practice!)



1. Watch Gwen Stefani’s Cool music video with
no sound on. Fill out the Ladder of Inference 
to come to a conclusion: What is the 
relationship between Gwen Stefani and the
man in the video?

Your turn 



Conclusion
• I conclude…/ My model is…
• What do I believe to be true about this situation?

Interpret Data
• I think… I assume… This means…
• This is significant because…
• What does this data mean to me?
• What do I assume to be true about this data? 

Data and Select Data
• I see…
• To what extent is my data pool complete?
• What data is missing?
• What prior knowledge am I including?
• What data do I consider to be most significant? 
• What other data should I be paying attention to?
• Why am I choosing this data?

Prompts to make our thinking explicit



1. Watch Gwen Stefani’s Cool music video with
no sound on. Fill out the Ladder of Inference 
to come to a conclusion: What is the 
relationship between Gwen Stefani and the
man in the video?

2. Watch the music video again, with sound.

Your turn 



Ladder of Inference, with complexity

Conclude and/or decide 
about action

Interpret data

Select data

Data Pool

Conclusion: The model we build that becomes a guide 
for how we understand and interact with the world. 
We act based on our conclusions. 

Interpret Data: Interpreting is how we ascribe meaning 
to data. This includes:
• Making assumptions
• Creating a story from the data
• Making connections between data
• Filtering through a bias lens

Select Data: We select the data that is 
salient to us in the moment. 

Data Pool: It’s not the fact pool! Data is what 
folks could agree happened. For example:
• Lived experiences
• What was said in meetings



Examining Our Thinking



1. Think of a belief that you hold that is not core to 
your identity. It could be:

• Building biking infrastructure should be a priority 
for the City of Toronto

• My vote doesn’t matter
• Newspapers are outdated

2. This becomes your conclusion. Fill in the rest of 
your thinking using the Ladder of Inference. 

Making thinking explicit



Conclusion
• What other conclusions are possible?
• How does my conclusion reflect my thinking?

Interpret Data
• Why did I interpret the data in this way?
• What assumptions did I make?
• How did my bias influence my understanding of the data?
• What other ways can I interpret this data? Why did I not 

interpret it in this way?

Data and Select Data
• To what extent is this data from a reliable source?
• What biases and assumptions are embedded in this data?
• Whose voice and what data is missing from the data pool?
• Why did I consider this data to be most important?
• What data am I leaving out? Why?
• Why criteria did I use to choose this data?

Prompts to question our thinking

Looking at my 
thinking:
• What is surprising 

about my thinking?
• Under what

conditions does my
thinking hold up? 
Break down?

• Where might I 
have made leaps in 
logic?

• What actions
might I take based
on this conclusion?
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Ladder of Inference

The Math Team at George Harvey CI is exploring the intersection of Integrative 
Thinking and math. Our first learning is that the Ladder of Inference can help students 
explore and share their thinking when math is a part of their Data Pool. We have also 
began discussing how companies use math to influence our behaviour. For example, 
how our buying behaviour is influenced by sales. 

Step 1: Determine the most 
cost-effective purchase. 

Step 2: Put that data in the context of a fictional person buying 
the product, where you have more data in your pool to consider.

Step 3: Adding more data to the Data Pool by interviewing a 
teacher and making a recommendation as to which paper 
towel the teacher should buy. 



Ladder of Inference



Single Point Rubric

1. Teach the Ladder of Inference to your 
students. 

2. Post a picture by May 24th or May 31st. 
3. Create a Single Point Rubric for one other 

person’s Ladder in your group and your own. 
4. Post the Single Point Rubric for someone 

else’s Ladder before your mentor session. 


